Job Title: Blockchain & Full-Stack Development Intern

Company Description: Kandu Pay is an innovative fintech startup at the intersection of traditional finance and modern technology. We are pioneers in the cryptocurrency exchange and e-wallet industry, offering a dynamic platform that simplifies the exchange of fiat and digital currencies. Established based on technologies licensed from Cornell and supported by Columbia Innovation Lab, we are committed to driving progress in the financial technology sector and offering cutting-edge solutions for global financial transactions.

Position Overview:
Kandu Pay is sponsoring CTL's "Intern for Startups" program and seeking ambitious interns ready to explore fintech and blockchain. Interns will rotate across product development, technology, and business teams, gaining diverse exposure and contributing to innovative projects.

Responsibilities:

• Collaborate with the Blockchain and Cryptocurrency Engineers to develop and maintain core blockchain functionalities, set up testnets, and manage cross-testnet transactions.

• Work alongside Full-Stack Developers to create and refine the application interface and server logic, ensuring a smooth and intuitive user experience.

• Participate in the development lifecycle of fintech products from conception to deployment and iterative improvement.

• Engage in collaborative problem-solving, contributing to team discussions and innovation sessions.

Requirements:

• Currently enrolled at Cornell University, pursuing a degree in Computer Science, Engineering, or a related field.

• Demonstrated interest in fintech, blockchain, and cryptocurrency.

• Basic knowledge of blockchain technology and cryptocurrency platforms.

• Proficiency in at least one programming language such as Java, Python, JavaScript, or similar.

• Familiarity with front-end and back-end development processes.

• Strong problem-solving skills and ability to work in a fast-paced, dynamic environment.
**Application Process:** To apply, please submit your resume, a cover letter detailing your interest in fintech and blockchain, and any relevant project or coursework experience to serena@kandupay.com.

For more information regarding the hiring and application process, please refer to https://ctl.cornell.edu/ignite/.